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EXPLICIT FORMULAS FOR SYMMETRIES AND CONSERVATION LAWS
OF THE KADOMTSEV-PETVIASHVILI EQUATION
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Two nonlocal recursion operators are given, which yield explicit formulas for infinite hierarchies of symmetry generators
and conservation laws for the two-dimensional Korteweg—de Vries equation. It is shown that the constants of the motion
are in involution and that the symmetries commute.

1. Introduction. For the popular examples of infi- as an auto-Bäcklund transformation and a Gardner
nite dimensional completely integrable systems (such transform.
as the KdV, the sine-Gordon equation, etc.) it has In addition to the explicit formulas our method
been shown that the infinitely many commuting sym- immediately yields that the constants of the motion
metries are generated by a local operator (cf. ref. [1]), for the two-dimensional KdV are in involution, which
which provides a selfmap in the space of infinitesimal corresponds to the fact that the group of symmetries
generators of one-parameter symmetry groups and is abelian.
which gives a straightforward approach to other extra- The crucial operator r~.was found by the first au-
ordinary features of these systems such as conserva- thor, the method goes back to ideas of the second au-
tion laws and soliton solutions. Such an operator be- thor. The line of arguments is an adaption of ref. [3]
ing hereditary in the sense of ref. [2] then gives fur- (apart from the appendix).
ther information such as the commutativity of the
symmetry group. 2. Notation. In this paper we will be concerned

Recently, in ref. [3] there was given an example with the two-dimensional KdV or Kadomtsev—
(the Benjamin—Ono equation) where such an ap- Petviashvili equation
proach with local operator fails, but where neverthe- a(u~—6uu +u~~~)/ax+3au =0, (1)less explicit formulas for the symmetry generators x yy
and the constants of the motion can be found. The which we formally rewrite as
recursion map in this case was a nonlocal operator in u~=K(u) = 6uu~— Uxx — 3a D u (2)the space of symmetry generators. X yy

In this paper we derive — by exactly the same D — = X d~being the inverse of a/ax. We restrict
method — explicit formulas for the symmetry genera- ourselves to solutions u E S, S being the space of C°°
tors as well as for the constants of the motion of the functions on R2, vanishing rapidly at infinity.
two-dimensional KdV or Kadomtse—Petviashvili As dual S* of S we consider the space of all C°°
equation. This equation was introduced in ref. [4] functions fon R2 with at most polynomial growth
in order to describe weak two-dimensional perturba- and with the property that f(x,y) vanishes rapidly at
tions of shallow water waves governed by the ordinary x = —°° for all fixedy. (This assumption ensuresthat
Korteweg—de Vries equation. This two-dimensional the operatorD~makes sense.) The evaluation off
version is known to have infinitelymany conservation E S” on S shall be given by
laws since it admits a Lax-pair formulation [5] as well
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K(u)=0(u)y(u), (10)
~,g) = f f(x,y)g(x,y) dx dy (3) where 0 is an implectic operator andy is a gradient

A2 function. An operator 8(u): S* —~ S is said to be im-
for all g E S. The spaces S and S* are endowed with plectic if the bracket
the corresponding weak topologies. The C~functions
from S to Sand from S to S~are denoted by C°°(S) 1[~i‘7211 = grad(y

1(u), 0(u)’y2(u))
and C(S*), respectively. They play the role of vec- ~ ~2 E c=(s*) (11)
torfields and covectorfields.

By .g’~(9~*) we define the algebras generated by is a Lie product on the gradient fields and if y(u)
C°°(S)[C°°(S*)]and the functions x,y and 1 [inter- -~ 0(u) y(u) is a Lie-algebra homomorphism into the
preted as constant functions on S (S*)]. Denoting the Lie algebra of vectorfields. In case of the hamiltonian
derivative of an element G of ~ by a prime, i.e. system (10) the operator 0(u) maps .conserved covari-

ants onto infinitesimal generators of symmetries, 0(u)
G ‘(u)[v]: = aG(u + ev)/ae I  =o ‘ (4) is cailled a Noether operator (see ref. [6]). In case
we obtain the usual Lie bracket on .sil: 0(u) is invertible 0~(u)works in the opposite way,
[G,H] = G’ [H]— H’ [G] (5) i.e. it maps generators of symmetries onto conserved

covariants.
which in C°°(S)induces the usuai Lie algebra of vec-
torfields. 3. Principal results. With

An element a E C°°(S)is the generator of a one-
r÷ (u)yK(u)_2a

2xu~ _4a2D’uy (12)parameter symmetry group of(1), if
we define two linear maps ~ and ‘I’ from s~to s~and[K, a] = 0. (6) from ~* to s~*, respectively by

A map y: S -÷ S’~is called a conserved covariant of(1),
if it satisfies ~(a) = [a,r~]

Yt=K9*[71 (7) y)=grad(y,r+)7’*r++r~*y (13)
Here * means transposition with respect to ( , ). If and construct the hierarchies
p: S -+ R is a C°°function on 5, then its gradient is
defined by K~= 4~(K

0) K0 = (—l)u~/2a~
2

(grad p(u),f) = ap(u +  f)/aeI~
0 (8) 7~= ~

1~h1(7o), ~ = (—1)u/2a2 . (14)

and p is called the potential of gradp. We find:
A function y: S -* 5* has a potential iffy” = y’, (i) All theK

0 commute: [K0 ,Km] = 0 for all n,
the potential then is given by mE N0.

1 (ii) All the y~are gradients andK0 =Dy0 holds.
p(u) = f (y(Xu), u) dX. (9) Hence every K0 gives a hamiltonian system withD asNoether operator.

0 (iii) The potentialsp0 of y~are given by
If a conserved covariant ‘y has a potential p, then
p(u(t)) is time-independent for every solution u(t) 1 f dx f dy y0~2(u),
of(1), i.e. p is a constant of the motion of(1). = 2a~(n+ 1)(n +2)(n +3)

A connection between symmetries and conserved (15)
covariants is established for hamiltonian systems by they are in involution with regard to the Poisson
the classical Noether theorem (see also ref. [6]): Let bracket:
us recall that an equation u~.= K(u) is called hamilto- ~ p }: = (grad p0 , D grad Pm~, (16)
nian, if we have
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i.e. 1p
0 ,Pm } = 0. consists in calculating

ObservingK2 = K we see, that we have in particular — K
constructed the hierarchy of the two-dimensional K3 — [ 2’ ‘~~+
KdV, defined by = 12a

2(uxxy — 4uuy — 2u~D’u~+a2D2u~~~).

= K
0(u) . (17) A straightforward, but lengthy calculation then shows

EveryKm is the generator of a one-parameter sym- [K2, K3] = 0.
metry group and every Pm is a constant of the motion ForN> 2 the proof goes as follows: KN is a gen-
for any of the equations (17). erator of a symmetry of K2, from (24) we find that

KN+l is a symmetry generator ofK2 as well, so their
4. The method. We now prove the claims made in commutator ON: = [KN,KN+j] is another generator.

the last section. Let us consider It is clear that
0N has to be a polynomial in x, y, u,

ux, Uy, D—’u~....Let us say that a monomialf(x,y
= 1, T yu~, r

0 = 2yu~+xu~+ 2u, u, u~,u~...)hasorder n if

r+=yK(u)—2o
2xu~_4a2D’u~ , (18) f(x,y,ou,ciu~,au~...)=a0f(x,y,u,u~,u~...). (25)

for which we find If 0N is to commute withK
2 = K, then the highest-

order term of
0N has to commute with 6uu~,which

[r÷ ,r] = 6r, [r~, r] = —2ct2r
0, is the highest-order term of K.

= ~l9~ From (23) we see that the commutator of this[r~, T0] T~ ‘ / term with r_— = 1 vanishes. In the appendix we derive

Checking that in the algebra under consideration any symmetry
generator of uu which commutes with 1 has to be of[K0,r~] =0, [K0,T] =0, [K0,T0] =K0 ,(20) theformXu~+pu~.Checking[Xu~+iiu~,r0] Xu~

we easily derive via the Jacobi identity: + 2~u~and comparing this to (22) we have to con-
— dude X = p 0, so the highest order term of

0N must[K
0, r0] — (n + 1)K~ vanish, i.e. = 0. Thus we have proved that the K0

[K0, T] = —a
2n(n + 1)K

0 —1 form an abelian hierarchy of flows, so everyK0 is the
generator of a symmetry to each of the equations[K0,r] a~K02, (21)

with a0 = ~2a2 (n — 1)n(n + 1). From this we obtain u~
1~m(~ (26)

We will now show that all those flows are hamiltonian
[KN, KN+1], T

0] = (2N + 3) [KN,KN+l 1 (22) and haveD as Noether operator, i.e.

and K0 Dy0 , (27)

[K0, KN+1], T —‘J where y0 is a gradient function. To see this we check

_(aN+aN+l)[KN_1KN]+aN[KN2,KN],T+]. T÷D+DT~=0, (28)

(23) which implies
Furthermore we have

ØDy—D’I’y’~0, (29)
[K~,KN÷ 1]= —[Kfl+l,KN] + [Kfl,KN], T÷ ]. (24) ify is a gradient, i.e. y’ =

We want to show that all the K0 commute. Let us as- Starting with ~ =Dy0 = D —u/2a
2 and using (29)

sume [K
0 ,Km] = 0 for all n, m ‘s~N (which certainly we immediately findK0 = Dy0 and all the y~are

is the case for N = 2). From(24) we see that we only gradients by construction. So every equation (29) has
have to show [KN, KN+1] = 0 in order to obtain [K0, D as a Noether operator and its inverseD 1 maps the
Km] = 0 for all n, m ~ N + 1. symmetriesK0 to the conserved covariants y~.Hence

For N = 2 we check this directly. An essential step their potentials p0 are constants of the motion for
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every member of the hierarchy. If they0 are calcu- example Uy and 2uu~+ u~D’u~1,generate honest
lated, then their potentialsp0 can be obtained very symmetries of (34).
easily. Let us define A~as the smallest algebra of vector

From [K0+2, r~] = [K0÷2, 1] a0÷ 2K~we fields containing u and 1 (regarded as constant func-
conclude tion on S) and being closed under a/ax,D—

1 and

1 a/ay, i.e. being closed under taking the x-derivative,grad(y
0~2,1) = y0~2[1] =D [K0~2, r~1 its inverse and being closed under taking the y-deriva-

= a0~2D~K0 = a0~2y0, (30) tive (but not its inverse). We define

such that the constants of the motion are given by y
0A~= {yr~a,oE Ay}

1 = = A=AyeyAyny2Ayn.... (36)
p
0 =a~~2f dxf dy y0~2. (31) This sum is direct and by Pwe denote the projection

onto Ay. We now prove the following
For the conservation laws the usual Poisson bracket is Remark: If aE Ay is a symmetry generator of (34)
defined: satisfying

~IPn,Pm}= (gradp0,Dgradp~)= (y0,Dy~) . (32) [a, 11 = 0, (37)
But p,~,is a constant of the motion for the flow u~. then a must be of the form a(u) = Xu~+ pu~,,X, p
rKm(u),hence ER.

In order to show this we have to classify the ele-
dp0(u)/dt = P0 [Km] = (y0 ~ = 0, (33) ments of A in two different ways. Every a E A can be
and all the p0 are in involution, split up into monomials which have a certain order

At last we want to remark that none of the K0 can o(a) defined by (25). By d(a) we define the degree of
be zero, as (212) would imply the vanishing of the such a summand as the highest exponentof lilt, ify
entire hierarchy. Furthermore from (21i) we can and a/ay are replaced by Xy and (lilt) a/ay, respec-
conclude that K0 ‘ Km for n ~ m. So we indeed tively. This degree may be negative. For example if
have constructed an infinite hierarchyof symmetry a(u) =Yt~xyD

2u~,,then o(a) = 2 and d(o) = 1.
generators and constants of the motion for each of Given any symmetry generator of (34) with the
the equations (26). property (37) we pick the highest-order term of it,

which we call a. We find that a has to be a symmetry
We are indebted to A.S. Fokas who brought the generator of (34) as well and again [a, 1] = 0 holds.

problem to our attention. Now let us assume a E A~\Asuch that we certainly
have d(o) ~‘ 1. We now construct another symmetry

Appendix. We need some information about the generator ~ of (34) with degree d(ö~)= d(a) — 1 and
symmetry generators of the equation order o(6~)~‘ o(a), which again satisfies (37). To do
u = (34\ this we consider Tm (u) =yumu~,which commutes

‘~ / with(34). Hence [a,rm]EAand~m:P[a,Tm]

Let A denote the smallest algebra of vector fields con- E Ay are symmetry generators. Observe that for a
taining u and being closed underD and D~,i.e.be- E A~\A(i.e. a containing y-derivatives) we cannot
ing closed under taking the x-derivative and its inverse, have ~m = 0 for all m E N. So pick the smallest m
We can easily write down those symmetry generators ~‘ 0 such that 6~m# 0 and put ~ = ~m’ For ~ we
of(34) lying in A: they are exactly of the form find d(~)= d(a) — 1;o(~)= o(a) +m ~‘ o(a) and the

Jacobi identity implies:
0(u) = ~II~X umu X E R. (35)

m~’0 m X’ m [O,1]E~m,1]P[O,rm],l]
But regarding u as a function of the two variables x = P[a, 1], Tm] + P[a, ft , 1]] . (38)
andy we find more generators than those in A, for m
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